
Hobbock is for hefty goods - a container designed for bulky products and ideal for 
building materials. The closure mechanism is designed for efficient re-closure and 
storage of the product after breaking the tamper evidence.  

Robust design
Sturdy, safe and strong. In a nutshell, these 
are words that best describe Hobbock, 
our functional packaging solution for high 
volume or bulky products. The robust 
design is perfect for building materials or 
chemical products as it minimises the risk of 
damage during transportation. Hobbock is 
also suitable for other kinds of goods that 
need a strong packaging such as pet food, 
fruit pulp and household detergents.

Great functionality
From production to end use, the Hobbock 
container is easy to handle even though 
the content is of heavy weight. The 
container has wide and deep grips that 
make it convenient to carry and easy to 
open and close. Its tamper evidence and 
closure system provides for high product 
safety, child proofing and proof of fresh and 
untouched content. Tamper evidence on the 
lid is an optional feature.

Many sizes and variations 
With Hobbock you have the choice of a 
broad range of sizes from 17.5 to 42 litres. 
You can select a handle with roller grip 
or a body grip and up to six colours for 
your brand display in high quality offset 
decoration. In-Mould Labelling is available 
for some sizes.

Safety and environment
The Hobbock packaging 
solution offers you safe 
logistical performance in 
high volume containers. 
The container is liquid 
tight and guarantees high 
product safety and hygienic 
standards, as well as product 
reliability. Hobbock is made 
of polypropylene that can be 
reused, recycled or disposed 
of in an environmentally 
friendly way. 

Insert option
For several sizes a top profile 
fits to an insert giving you 
the option of combining two 
items in one packaging, like 
for example two-component 
adhesives, for the convenience 
of your customers. 

Key Benefits 
 Sturdy, safe and strong

 Perfect for high volume 
packaging

 Deep grips for better handling 

 Easy to open and close

 Minimised risk of damage 
during transportation 

 Tamper evidence 

 Protective collar

 Insert option
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Subject to typographic errors and changes in production and product programme

Please consult the technical data sheet of the specific product 
sizes for detailed information

Lids Optional
Volume  

under lid (l)
Dim. 
(mm) Base Peel-off Tamper 

Evidence
Special 
Flex-off Membrane TE Decoration Handle Handle

Hobbock Round
17.4 Ø330 215 216 - - - - Offset Steel (RG) -
17.5 *I1 Ø324 6160 3215 3270 - - - Offset Steel (RG) -
22.0 *I1 Ø324 6216 3215 3270 - - - Offset Steel (RG) -

26.5 Ø378 1782 1982 - 1996 - - Offset Body grip Steel (RG)
27.0 *I1 Ø324 6276 3215 3270 - - - - Steel (RG) -
32.0 *I2 Ø378 8320 4320 - - 4328 Yes IML/Offset Body grip -

32.2 Ø378 1786 1982 - 1996 - - Offset Body grip -

33.0 Ø391 1790 1988 - - - Yes Offset Body grip -

42.0 Ø378 8430 4320 - - 4328 Yes IML Body grip -

 TE = Tamper Evidence                RG = Roller Grip               IML = In-Mould Labelling

*I1 = available with 5.5 L insert, log. no. 6050
 *I2 = available with 7.3 L insert, log. no. 6073 in container version 8321 with top profile fitting to insert
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